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Abstract:  This paper describes an edge traffic smoothing scheme based on rate 
prediction in Optical Packet Switched (OPS) networks. This traffic smoothing scheme 
shapes external traffic at edge switch through re-negotiated service to allow regular traffic 
to flow into core OPS network. Simulation results are provided to show its influence on 
edge switch. 

 

1. Introduction 

Optical packet switched network has been researched for many years. In KEOPS [1], works centers on 
the definition, development and assessment of optical packet switching and routing networks capable 
of providing transparency to the payload bit rate. In WASPNET [2], works focused on determining the 
management, systems and devices ramifications of a new network control scheme, referred to as 
SCattered Wavelength Path (SCWP), which is flexible and simplifies optical hardware requirements. 
It also addressed the three dimension contention resolutions, i.e. 1) Fibre Delay Lines (FDL) buffering 
in time domain; 2) deflection routing in space domain; 3) wavelength conversion in wavelength 
domain. In SLOB [3], even very large optical buffering is provided to address contention and 
congestion without worrying about its availability.  

Researchers in [4] propose an edge traffic aggregation mechanism, trying to squeeze traffic in time 
and to reduce the chance of OPS packet contending at core network. Also, classified aggregation can 
be easily designed [5]. However, over-aggregation degrades the delay performance, especially under 
low traffic load. This is mitigated through the use both timeout timer and Maximum Packet Size 
(MPS), where either if timer runs out or MPS is reached, OPS packet is generated. The timer here is 
actually playing a role of reducing the aggregation extent. Although aggregation will shape the traffic 
in a certain extent, the possible Long Range Dependence (LRD) feature of traffic won’t change. 
Another thing is the reduced loss rate through the use of traffic aggregation. The loss rate itself does 
not reflect the overall loss, since the lost OPS packet in aggregated format is multiples of unshaped 
OPS packets. 

Different from these works, our researches focus on the shifting of the burden from network core to 
the edge, where powerful electronic processing is available, with little buffer in the network core and 
simplified core switch configurations. As to the OPS packet format, a stripped format [10] is adopted 
so as to reduce the needs for multiple wavelength converters in the design of core switch structure. 

2. Traffic Smoothing Scheme 

This traffic smoothing is based on a kind of re-negotiated service, which is first proposed in [6], where 
the authors work on the stored VBR, and as to on-line video they provide an autoregressive model to 
predict future bandwidth. In our research, we work in consistence with the linear predictor, and make 
adaptation to address the re-negotiation failure and the traffic problems specific to Wide Area 
Network. 

A heuristic algorithm for an adapted re-negotiated service is designed in this part. This adapted re-
negotiated service is for generic traffic purpose. Unlike re-negotiated service in previous works, our 
scheme considers both user level and network level conditions, and is not traffic-specific, which gives 
a possible generic wide area network solution.  

In previous negotiated service, once network is saturated, the user-level scheme will help make 
network more congested, since it only tries to satisfy source bandwidth request that is often triggered 
by TCP windowing mechanism in reality. Our algorithm reduces the possibility of negotiation failure 
by considering network level condition and also quench the sources at edge when less bandwidth is 
available, preventing too much traffic from flowing into network under critical network condition.  



This heuristic algorithm is as such:                               
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, re-negotiate for service rate , else keep . In formula (1), the first part reflects 

rk-level condition; the second part reflects user-level condition. is old service rate.  is 
ured data rate at slot i. is predicted service rate based on previous slots. 
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much the new service rate should depend on previous experience and current measured rate. 
o reflects network level condition. τB is the extra rate required to empty buffer, where  is 
r occupancy and 
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τ is slot duration.  is available bandwidth in the network.  is the 
old rate for critical stage. 
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hen , i.e. before reaching critical stage referring to the situation that less resources 

re available, 
threshavail RR >

ν  =α , (1) can be written as ))(1(ˆ
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eflects user level condition. For generic purpose, α can be set as 0.5, i.e. no bias on either 
revious experience or current measured rate, so to accommodate all kinds of traffic. is the 
inal averaged service rate predicted for next negotiation. T is re-negotiation interval, which 
eflects long-term change. 
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τ is slot length. R∆ is the tolerable variation for not providing re-
egotiated service. R∆ reflects the maximum acceptable cost per negotiation. 
hen , i.e. critical stage is reached, formula (1) takes account of 

etwork-level condition as in (
0 & RR 0ithreshavail >−< RR

avail0i RRR − ), the numerator reflects user-level requirement and 
he denominator reflects network-level condition. With the decrease of available bandwidth in the 
etwork, the new re-negotiated rate less relies on user-level condition.  

], our previous works show this shaping scheme shapes traffic at edge to allow more regular 
 pattern flowing into core optical network which is very loss sensitive due to the scarcity of 
, meanwhile reduces the re-negotiation failure by considering both network and user level 
tions. By this edge traffic smoothing, some contention resolutions [7] are available to allow little 
 used in the core network switches. 

ulation Results 

imulation is performed by using OPNET simulator [8]. The traffic is generated in three forms: 
ured traces, Pareto ON-OFF Fractal Point Process (FPP) and Poisson traffic. The purpose is to 
de comparative results to show the edge shaping is less sensitive to traffic sources. The measured 
 are real Internet packet arrivals from [9]. In our simulation they are transformed to arriving rate 
s/sec) to keep consistent form with other two traffic patterns. 

 and 2 compare the three traffic traces and the corresponding Hurst exponent estimates before and 
edge traffic shaping. Compared with Fig. 1(a), all traffic traces in Fig. 2(a) have been obviously 
thed and shown the trend of convergence. For LRD estimate, variance-time plots in Figure 1(b) 
igure 2(b) show the dramatic decrease in H value for all three traffic patterns before and after 
traffic shaping. It is noted that for measured and ON-OFF FPP, the H value is reduced to be close 
 which falls within the realm of short range dependence models. Figure 3 displays the log scaled 
ge negotiation interval with corresponding probability of occurrence. The area of most probable 
rence for measured and ON-OFF FPP is less than one second and for Poisson is several seconds. 
is not as expected. The slight difference is because the burstiness of measured and ON-OFF FPP 
to drive the buffer threshold to the re-negotiation requirement. At the same time, the shaping 
e is balanced by both user-network level constraints and time averaging; therefore, it does not 

ly fluctuate with traffic. Figure 4 shows in the log form of average edge queue size. It is noted 



that under load up to 0.6 the queuing performance for measured and ON-OFF FPP is even better than 
for Poisson traffic, since the former two traffic patterns are assumed to be more bursty. This is because 
under normal load the network is not saturated, there is enough bandwidth available, thus the user-
level component dominates to allow newly negotiated rate to carry out extra traffic imposed on buffer. 
This process quenches the burstiness feature of measured and ON-OFF FPP. While under saturation 
load, the network-level constraint dominates to avoid already saturated network being more congested, 
therefore, the new rate request is less satisfied and the extra load is quenched at edge. It is also noted 
that in Figure 4 the working window is within 0.6 as referred by arrows. It is operable for most 
network condition. Even close to saturation load, the performance is still acceptable, especially 
considering actually little FDLs allowed in network core. The edge switch buffer performs even better 
under more bursty traffic with offered load below 0.6. This is because the re-negotiated service 
considers both user and network level conditions. If there is enough resources in the network, the B 
constraint in formula (1) pushes the newly request bandwidth to be more probably accepted, thus 
capable of carrying the extra load. 

 
 

                                   (a)                                                                                        (b) 

Fig. 1 Traffic traces and their Hurst estimates before shaping 

 
                              (a)                                                                                        (b) 

                           Fig. 2 Traffic traces and their Hurst estimates after shaping 



 
            Fig. 3 Probability of negotiation interval           Fig. 4 Log-queue plot for different traffic (log) 

                 

4. Conclusions 

An edge traffic smoothing scheme is described in this paper. This smoothing is based on a re-
negotiated service model with rate prediction, which shapes the traffic at edge and allows more regular 
traffic patterns flowing into the OPS core network. This edge traffic smoothing scheme allows simple 
design of core switch structure. Different traffic patterns are analyzed on its influence to traffic 
shaping, negotiation interval and queuing status. Simulation results show it works very well on these 
aspects. 
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